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Here, formula (17) is used to obtain:
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A Note on the Maximum Value of Determinants
over the Complex Field

By C. H. Yang

The purpose of this note is to extend a theorem on determinants over the real

field to the corresponding theorem over the complex field.

Theorem. Let Din) be an nth order determinant with complex numbers as its

entries. Then

(1) Max |D(n)| = Max |D(n)|.
KfclS* \ajk\=K
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In other words, D(n) is a function of n2 variables aJk which vary over the bounded

and closed domain D: {\ a,k\ ^ K\ ; hence this function is bounded and attains its

maximum value on the boundary of the domain D.

Proof. Let a,* = r)kei>ik and     A}k  =  Rjke**'k =  the co-factor of a¡k, where

K ^ rik ^ 0 and Rjk ï£ 0. Then, expanding by the jth row, we have

|D(»)|-

(2)

2_, ajkAjk 2ZrjkRjkeH^+*^
lc-1

â £ rjkRjk g £ KRjk = D'in),
k-l lt-1

where D\n) is the nth order determinant whose entries are

\ajk ,       if   rjk - K   and   Bjk + <t>jk = 0 (mod2ir),
(3) ttjk =

{Ke~t*ik,       if   rjk < K   or   0,* + (fc* ̂  0 (mod 2*-).

By applying the same process to the other rows, we obtain a determinant D*(n)

whose entries \a%\ = K and | D*(n)| ^ I -D(n)|. Hence, Max|0yi|áI | D(n)| á

Max|„it|_jt | Din)\; thus the proof of the theorem can be completed since the re-

verse inequality is trivial.
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On the Numerical Solution of y = f{x, y) by a
Class of Formulae Based on Rational

Approximation

By John D. Lambert and Brian Shaw

1. Introduction. Most finite difference formulae in common usage for the nu-

merical solution of first-order differential equations are based on polynomial ap-

proximation. Two exceptions are the formulae based on exponential approxima-

tion proposed by Brock and Murray [1], and the formulae of Gautschi [2] which

are derived from trigonometric polynomials. The use of rational functions as ap-

proximants has been studied by many authors, including Remes [3], Maehly [4]

and Stoer [5], but the main concern of most of this work has been the direct ap-

proximation of a given function. Algorithms for interpolation based on rational

functions have been proposed by Wynn [6], and methods for numerical integration

and differentiation based on Padé approximation have been studied by Kopal [7].

It is the purpose of the present paper to derive a class of formulae, based on ra-

tional approximation, for the numerical solution of the initial value problem

(1) y  = fix, y),      yixo) = yo ■

The formulae proposed give exact results when the theoretical solution of (1) is a

rational function of a certain degree, just as many of the classical difference formulae
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